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The Basics

● Teams of two (2). 
● Scramble format. 
● 9 holes of play.
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• Scramble Scoring: Each player on the team hits a tee shot, and then the 
players decide which shot they like better. The two players then play 
from that spot. The person whose shot was not taken picks up their ball 
and moves it to within one club length of the selected spot, in any 
direction (no closer to the hole) except on the green (both players putt 
from the same spot).  The ball must stay on the same surface (i.e., ball in 
rough must stay in rough, hazard in hazard, sand in sand, fairway in 
fairway, etc.)  including putts.  One score per team is recorded.  Each 
team must keep their own and their opponents score to ensure scores 
are accurate.  Maximum score on a hole will be a double bogey.  Once a 
team is 2 over par on a hole, pick up and move to the next hole.

• Maximum strokes per hole: Par 3 = 5, Par 4 = 6, Par 5 = 7
• If a single golfer is playing, they can only hit one ball and will be allowed 

ONE Mulligan per hole (not to be used on the green).
• For the first tee, the home team has honors; honors follow on each hole 

depending which team had the lower score on the previous hole.
• Tee:  Men tee from the Whites, women from the Reds.
• Tee Time: You are scheduled to start at a designated tee time. If you 

arrive late, you will have to forfeit the holes you missed. Forfeit = 
automatic double bogey.

• Match Play Score Reporting: the winning team captain is responsible 
for reporting the score. Each hole is worth 1 point (ex. 6-3, 5-4, etc.).

• If a hole is halved (tied), NO point is awarded to either team.
• If a tie occurs in playoffs, a sudden death hole will be played.
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• Penalty Areas: If a team should choose to play a ball from a penalty 
area, the ball must be played as it lays on the first shot. Either player 
may take the first shot, with no relief. The second ball will be placed no 
further than one clubhead from the original spot in the penalty area, no 
closer to the hole. Should the team decide to take relief from the 
penalty area, USGA rules apply with a one-stroke penalty.

• Lost Ball & Out of Bounds: If neither of a team’s shots can be found, a 
local PBF Rule will be used. Instead of the player returning to the spot 
of the previous shot in the event of a lost ball or a ball out of bounds, 
the player can take a drop in the nearest spot of the fairway (within two 
club-lengths of the edge of the fairway), no nearer the hole than where 
the ball crossed the OB line, with a two-stroke penalty.

• Sub Rule: If you are going to miss league play it is YOUR responsibility 
to find a substitute and make sure they will appear on time. Subs are 
NOT allowed to compete in playoffs.

• Attire: Golf attire must be worn at all times.
• USGA rules govern all play except where modified below by PBF 

Sports and local rules.


